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ADDITION THEOREMS FOR SPHERICAL WAVE FUNCTIONS*

BY

SEYMOUR STEIN
Sylvania Electronic Systems, Waltham, Mass.

Abstract. Addition theorems are described for spherical vector wave functions,
under both rotations and translations of the coordinate system. These functions are the
characteristic solutions in spherical coordinates of the vector wave equation, such as
occurs in electromagnetic problems. The vector wave function addition theorems are
based on corresponding theorems for the spherical scalar wave functions. The latter
are reviewed and discussed.

1. Introduction. Boundary-value problems often involve several bodies or more
than one important reference point. It can then be very convenient to be able to expand
the field solutions in alternative forms, each form referring to a different specific co-
ordinate set describing the same space. The connections between the alternate repre-
sentations are provided by "addition theorems", i.e., formulas for the expansion of the
basis set of one representation in terms of the basis set of another. In general,
the completeness of such basis sets indicates immediately the existence of these ex-
pansions, although their specification may not be obvious.

The results discussed here were motivated by a problem in electromagnetic scattering
in which exactly such a need arose. The basis sets considered are the so-called spherical
vector wave functions, i.e., characteristic vector field solutions of the vector wave equa-
tion, based on a conventional separation of variables in spherical coordinates (R, 6, 4>).
The set of vector wave functions can be described by using as potentials the set of
scalar wave functions (the characteristic solutions to the scalar wave equation). Addition
theorems for the latter are however available in the literature. In this paper, these are
cited and briefly discussed, and extended to provide the desired general addition theorems
for vector wave functions. The only other known calculations of these addition theorems,
derived for specific low orders of vector wave functions by direct but laborious pro-
cedures, and applied to some particular problems, appears in Ament [1],

2. Characterization of the vector wave functions. The electric and magnetic fields
in a source-free homogeneous medium are divergenceless, and each satisfies a vector wave
equation of form

V X V X A — fc2A = 0, (1)
k being a constant for the medium. It is well-known (Stratton, [2]) that independent
solutions of this equation can be constructed as

Mmn = Vum„ X R,

Nmm = I V X Mm„ , (2)
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with the added interrelation M = 1/fc V X N,„„ , where R is a position vector from
the origin 0, and the potentials umn are a corresponding complete set of solutions of the
scalar wave equations

V2m + k2u = 0. (3)

In spherical coordinates, such a set of characteristic solutions are given by

m„ = zn(kR)PZ (cos 0) exp (im<t>), — n < m < n, 0 < n < <*>. (4)

Here zn(kR) is generically any spherical Bessel function, say as defined by Stratton
3]. The associated Legendre function P™ (cos 0) will also be taken following Stratton
[4], as

/   *2\ to/2 7/1 +TO

™ = 2"n! (a;2 ~ 1)n' 1 m 1 - n- (5)

The latter differs by a (— )m factor from one common alternative definition.
The specific forms for the vector wave functions are

n imPZicos 0) /• ,s . /■ n d r,m , .. I= zJkR)I i2  exp (tnuf) - x3 exp (im<£) (cos 0) ,

Nm„ = i, "yjp n(n + 1 )Pmn (cos 6) exp (im<f)

+ IcRM exP Jo P» (cos e) + is imP^°dS ~ exP (tr^)]'

(6a)

(6b)

where , i2 , i3 are unit vectors in the directions of increasing R, 6, <f> respectively. It
is useful to note that for n = m = 0, we have M00 = N00 = 0.

We note that Maxwell's equations for harmonic time-dependence exp (— iwt), and
for sourceless regions are

V X E = t'co/iH, ^

V X H = —iueE,
where co2m« = k2. It follows from Eq. (2) that to an £"-field contribution of the form
M„„ there is associated exactly an //-field term, (k/iw^)Nmn ; similarly, to an A'-field
contribution Nmn , there is associated an //-field term (k/icxifi)Mmn . Furthermore, the
detailed forms in Eqs. (6) show that Mm„ has no radial component, and hence all radial
field components must be represented by the Nmn solely. Thus, in fact, it is common to
distinguish in electromagnetic theory two types of modes: the H-type in which only the
magnetic field has a radial component, and the E-type in which only the electric field
has a radial component. It is clear that H-type modes have E represented by the Mmn
and H by the N„m , and the i'-type modes vice-versa. For any general excitation, both
types of modes may be present, and so the general field summations would be of the
form

E = Z E [Am„M„„ + BmnNmn], (8a)
n— 1 to = —n

oo oo

H = (k/iun) Z Z L^U,nNm» + BmnMJ. (8b)
n=1 to = —n

Finally we note that if we make either a translation or rotation, or both, of the
coordinates, a new set of scalar and vector wave functions can be analogously defined
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with respect to the new coordinates. Since any one of the previous vector wave func-
tions defines a perfectly valid vector field, it must be expandable over the new set.
That is, under coordinates rotations and/or translations, there must exist addition
theorems of the form

0, <t>)

= X) ib [C(m, V I m, ri)Mmn(R', e', 0') + -DO, v \ m, ri)Nmn(R', 6', (9a)
n=l m=—n

N„„(j?, <i>)

= E Z [C(m, " I «, n)Nmn(R', 9', <t>') + 2>G», " I m, n)Mmn(fi', 9', 0% (9b)
n=l m=—n

where {R', 6', <t>') is the new set of spherical coordinates. In the above, we may note that
the second equation follows directly from the first by utilizing the basic definitions in
Eqs. (2), and noting additionally that the curl operator is invariant of the choice of
coordinate system. We note also that the coefficients will of course contain implicitly
the geometric parameters which relate the two coordinate systems.

We will describe the representations for rotations and translations separately. A
coordinate change involving both types will be a "multiplication" of the two operations.

3. Rotation of coordinates. It is extremely simple to describe the addition theorems
for M„„ and N,„„ under coordinate rotations.

We assume a second set of coordinates (R, 6', </>') centered at 0, but with reference
axes rotated with respect to the original (R, 6, <t>) system. Note that the radial coordinate
is invariant under rotation. In Appendix 1, we characterize such a rotation, and state
the known addition theorem for the spherical scalar wave functions, which is in the
form*

u„n(R, e,<t>) = E Pin, m, ri)u'mn(R, (10)
m — —n

But the vector operator V is defined independently of the coordinate system, and due
to the common origin, the same R is the position vector for both. It follows immediately
by using Eq. (10) and the basic definitions that the vector wave functions are related by

M„„(R, d, <j>) = Vu^iR, 6, 4>) X R = E 00, m, ri)M'mn(R, 6', <f>)
m=—n

and this is the complete specification for coordinate rotations, of the general characteri-
zation in Eq. (9).

4. Translation of coordinate origin. Suppose a second origin of coordinates is taken
at a point 0', whose coordinates are (R0 , 60 , 4>0) with respect to the first. The set of
spherical coordinates (R', 9', </>') is introduced with respect to 0', such that the polar
axis, 6' = 0, and the azimuth axis, 4>' = 0, are respectively parallel to the corresponding
axes, 0 = 0 and 0 = 0. This is then a rigid translation of the coordinate system. In
Appendix 2, we state the known addition theorem for the spherical scalar wave function
under such translation, in the form

"The prime notation on the umn is to emphasize the coordinate set with respect to which the po-
tential is defined. We will utilize primes for this purpose throughout; under no circumstances should
they be interpreted here as indicating differentiations.
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co n

u„,(R, 6,4>) = X Z oi(n,v | m,n)n'mn(R', 0', </>')• (11)
n-0 m=—»

(We note from Appendix 2 that, depending on the value of R relative to R0 , the u'mn
may involve a spherical Bessel function z'n{kR) which is generically not of the same
type as the z,(kR) involved in . This distinction will not be important in the derivation
below, which involves only the local properties of u'mn , whichever Bessel function type
is contained.)

Since the grad operation is invariant of coordinate system, we can immediately
write *

M„,(R> 0, <t>) = Vu„, X R
oo n

= Z Z «(m> v | m, ri)[Vu'm„ X R]. (12)
n=0 m=—n

Our problem therefore is to expand terms of the form Vu'mn X R in terms of M£,„ and
N£,„ vector wave functions.

If R0 is the position vector of the second origin, 0', with respect to the first origin, 0,
we can further write

R = R0 + R'. (13)
But then

V«L X R = (VwL X R0) + (VuL X R') (14)
and we immediately recognize the last term as simply

Vu'mn XR' = ML . (15)

Hence it remains only to determine an expansion for Vu'mn X Ro •
The simplest approach to the latter has appeared to be to identify first the part

which is represented by the N'„n functions, since this involves matching only the vector
components in the i[ direction. That is, using Eq. (6b), we seek an expansion of the form

oo p

i'i-Vu'mn X R0 = X) 11 ,
v= l a = -v

= Z Z A„ p(p + 1) PI (cos e') exp (iqf). (16)
p=> 1 q= —p rvLb

It may readily be ascertained that a fixed vector field of magnitude and direction
equal to R0 is represented at the general point (R\ 6', <$>') by components

R0 • ij' = i?0[sin 60 sin 6' cos (<t>0 — <t>') + cos 0o cos 6'],

R0-i2' = i?0[sin 60 cos 6' cos (</>0 — <t>') — cos 80 sin 0'], (17)

R0-is = i?o[sin 60 sin (<f>0 — ^')]-

Most of the derivation then consists in utilizing this result, along with trigonometric
identities, and well-known Legendre and Bessel function recurrence relations. The
algebraic manipulations are tedious but reproducible, and for the sake of brevity, the
algebraic details will be omitted here.

*In writing Eq. (12), we can recall explicitly that we are only interested in the form of expansion
for e > 1, | | < v, this is implicit throughout the remainder of the discussion.
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For the radial part, comparison of the expansions on the two sides of Eq. (16) yields

n = m = 0: V«oo X R0 = 0,

n > 1: i[-Vu'mn X R0 = i) cos 0oN^„

- | sin d0 exp (-z'0o)N^+1,„ (18)

— ^ sin d0 exp (i<f>0)(n + m)(n — m + l)N£,_linj.

This completely identifies the radial component, and hence all the possible N^„ which
enter the expansion of Vu'mn X R0 •

If we next consider the \'2 or component of \7u'm„ X R0 , subtracting off the corre-
sponding component of the vector whose radial component is indicated on the RHS of
Eq. (18), we can (after much manipulation) identify the remainder in terms of com-
ponents of M.'mn . The result may be summarized as follows:

n = m = 0:
kR

Vuoo X R0 = fc-Ro cos 6nM!n + ^~sin 0O exp(—^0)M;, — IcR0sin 60 exp(t^0)Ml1,1 (19a)

and for n > 1

kR f i
Vu'mn X R0 - n(n +° ^ ym cos 0„NL - - sin 60 exp (~itt>0)N'„+1.„

— ~ sin 60 exp (M>0)(n + m)(n — m + l)N^_,.n

. kR0 ( . fn + to ... n — m + 1 _
"" 2n + 1 tC°S L n n + 1

sin fl„ exp (-^o) I" 1 | 1 M,
(19b)

, sin dp exp (i<t>0) \ (n + m)(n + m — 1) ,
2 I n

in — to + 1 )(w — to + 2)
n + 1 " }•

We may note that Eq. (19a) is subsumed in Eq. 19b if it is assumed as a definition that
= 0 when n < 0 and that all terms in N„„ are = 0 when n = 0; we will use these

conventions in the last result below.
We can refer back now to the general form of expansion in Eq. (9), and summarize

Eqs. (11, 12, 14, 15 and 19). Further, making some obvious appropriate changes in
certain of the summation indices, we find that the addition theorem under rigid co-
ordinate translation has the form

M „(R, M)=EE m,n)MUR',
(20a)

+ D(n, v | m, n)N'mn(R', 6', <£')],
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where

ru i \ / i s , kRo cos 60n + m + 1 , , , ^C(n, v \ m,n) = p | m, n) + ^  n + 1 ' " ' m' n )

, fc/20 cos d0n — m , .
+ (2n — 1) n ' i n — i)

fcEo sin 00 exp (—t^o) / ,

- 2<2» + 3)(» + 1) + <2ob)
, kR0 sin 0O exp { — i<t>o) / , , 1S+  2(2, - l)» 'I m ~ l, tt —

, fcjR0 sin 0O exp (i<£0) (n + m + 2)(n + m + l) , , , „ ,
+ 2(2n + 3) ^+1 M+ I'ft+D

fc.Ro sin 0O exp (t<£0) (n — m — l)(n — to) , , , ,
 2(2n - 1) » «(^,H m+ l,n - 1),

i \ ikRo cos 0o / ( ^D(m, v \ to, n) = ^ + ^ ma{n, v\m,n)

ikR0 sin d„ exp , s ,~n .
 2 n(n + 1) 1,») (20c)

i/cffio sin 0O exp (t<£0) , , , 1N/ N , , , , N
 2n(n + l) (n + m + l)(» - m)a(ji, v \ m + l, n).

In the above a{n, v\m,n) is taken to vanish whenever \m \ > n (see, e.g., Eqs. (A2-4 and
A2-2) of Appendix 2).

It would of course be helpful if the expressions for C(m, v \m,n) and D(n, v \ to, n)
could be reduced, or could be shown to satisfy useful recurrence formulas. One might
expect that use of formulas such as indicated in Appendix 2 might lead to such a reduc-
tion. However, to date, although some suggestive results have been noted, no clear cut
simplifications over the formulas above have been found.

Acknowledgment. The assistance of Mr. George Foglesong, presently at MIT, in
compiling some of the Appendix material, is gratefully acknowledged.

Appendix I
Addition Theorems for Scalar Spherical Wave Functions

Under Coordinate Rotations

These theorems are well known (especially in applications in quantum mechanics)
as a special case of the study of the 3-dimensional rotation group. Various forms of the
derivations, in largely non-group theoretical terms, appear in [5-9]. Some group theo-
retical derivations appear in [10], along with general recurrence formulas for the co-
efficients, and tables covering lower-order cases. We have found it convenient, however,
to refer primarily to the forms common in quantum mechanics, such as presented by
Edmonds [ll]. In terms of the Euler angles of rotation, the addition theorem appears
as

r,»(0,*)= £ YiUO'A') D^JflPy), (Al-l)
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with the relation to our notation [12] of

Ylm(e, <f) = (-)" (^) y + p7 (cos 0) exp (tm*). (Al-2)

The coordinates 6, <£, are the angle coordinates of a point in space defined in the usual
manner with respect to one set of cartesian axes, and 6', <j>' are similarly the coordinates
of the same point with respect to a new set of axes, the latter set of axes being obtained
by a rigid-body rotation of the first set of axes through the Euler angle a, (3, y. The con-
vention used by Edmonds [13] is that the angles a, (3, y are positive in the sense of
rotation of a right-handed screw in the right-handed frame of axes. The coefficients

(aj3y) are the matrix elements of a unitary transformation, and are given by

D'^'Jajiy) = [exp im'a\ cCU$[exp imy\, (A 1-3)
where

7 <;> (0)
J~ (j + m') \ (j - m') !~|1/2 / i+m \fj - m\
L (j + m)\ (i — m)l J v \j — m' — <r)\ <r )

§)'""> i)""

(Al-4)

In terms of our form (Eq. 10), we note that both sides of Eq. (Al-1) involve surface
harmonics of the same order, j, and hence it is a trivial step to introduce additional
radial wave function factors Zj(kR) on both sides to obtain a relation on total wave
functions. Using our definition of the wave function (Eq. 4) we can rewrite Eq. (Al-1)
in the form

n

u„n(R, 6, <t>) = X) m> n)um„(R', 0', <!>'), (A 1-5)
m= —n

where, using also Eq. (Al-2),

«»,». »> - trfT DS("W- (A1"6)
Several useful sets of recurrence formulas are available for these coefficients, as special
cases of general transformation laws [14-17]. but are omitted here, for brevity.

Appendix II
Addition Theorems for the Scalar Spherical Wave Functions

Under Coordinate Translations

1. A restatement of the Friedman-Russek result. A derivation of the translational
addition theorem for scalar spherical wave functions has been given by Friedman and
R.ussek [18]. However, they use a normalized Legendre function such that P~m (cos 6) =
P™ (cos 6); and they appear to fail to note that their final statement of the addition
theorem depends on the premise that \ m + n \ = | m | + [ m | where m, n are azimuthal
indices of associated Legendre functions. Since the latter is not correct when to and /x
are of opposite sign, we cite here the basically correct form of their result, but give
the correct values for the coefficients. In addition Friedman and Russek only identify
these coefficients as the values of certain integrals over triple products of Legendre
functions, the values of which in turn are found in the literature as rather complicated
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sums. Instead, we point out that these coefficients are quite well known in the study of
angular momentum in quantum mechanics, being in essence the vector-coupling co-
efficients (or Wigner 3 — j symbols) which describe the matrix elements of a unitary
transformation between a product-state representation and a compound-state repre-
sentation in a two-particle system. With this recognition, we are able to draw upon a
large body of known information for useful computational forms and recurrence relations.
Finally, we will correct below some errors of notation in the original results, as well as
present a more useful form for one set of the results.

To begin with, let us recall that our basic definition of the Legendre function (Eq. 5)
can be regarded [19] as valid for negative m as well as positive, in the range — n < m < n
(we have in fact so used P™ in the text).

With this in mind, the basic result derived by Friedman and Russek in [18] can be
stated as follows:

In an (R, 6,0) coordinate system, let the point 0' at (Ru, 0O, <j>0) be taken as the origin
of a second coordinate system with coordinates (R6', <£'), and oriented so that a rigid
body translation [by the vector R0(R0, Oa, #o)] takes one system into the other. Then we
have the addition theorem,* valid for v > 0, — v < n < v, and where z„ is any spherical
cylinder function,

z,(kR)P".(cos 0) exp (in4>) = i ' X X) y+P(?n + 1)(—)"a(ji, m\p,v, n)
n — 0 m=—n p \

•zv{kr>)Pl+m{cos 0>) exp [i(n + m)<£>] (A2-1)

• j»(Jcr<)Pnm(cos 0<) exp (-iwz^j !>,

where

and

r> = R' r< = R0

0> =0' 0< = 0O

<j)> = <j>' <j>< = <j> 0.

r> = R0 r< = R'

g> 0< = 0'
= a'

when R' > R„ ,

when R' < R0

4'> ~ <l>o $< — <t>.
The sum over p is over all the values

p = n + v, n + v — 2, n + v — 4, • • •

(but no lower than ] n — p|), for which the coefficient a(y., m\ p, v, n) is non-vanishing.
The latter coefficient is defined by the expansion

P™(cos 0)PXcos 0) = «(m m, | p, v, n)P™+"(cos 0) (A2-2)

*The introduction and use below of the notation 6> , 0< ,<j>> , <j>< serves to correct a rather obvious
error in the Friedman-Russek paper, in the writing of their Eqs. (19) and (21); the error is obvious from
their derivation which involves the parameters only in the quantities r cos y and r0 cos yo.
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which is known to exist in exactly such a form on the basis of spherical harmonic ex-
pansion theorems, with n + v > p > \ n — v \. It is apparent from the orthonormality
properties of the pi (cos 0) that a(ji, m | p, v, n) can be determined from Eq. (A2-2) in
terms of an integral over a special triple product of associated Legendre functions. Such
integrals have been investigated in the literature of quantum mechanics, and Friedman
and Russek cite one such evaluation, a rather complicated sum involving multitudinous
factorials.

Now, it is desirable to rewrite the result, Eq. (A2-1), in a more useful form, namely
the form Eq. (11) in which we have used the addition theorem in the text

oo n

uJR, 9, <(>) = X 2Z «(/*>"! m,ri)u'mn(R', (A2-3)
n=0 m=—n

A comparison with Eq. (A2-1) shows that for R' < R0 , we have exactly such a form
where

a(n, v \ m,n) = i~'+n(2n + 1)(—)m — m \ p, v, ri)u"B~m(R0 , 60 , <t>0)- (A2-4)
V

We note that in these equations for R' < R0 , the u'mn (R', 6', <j>') contain explicitly a
jn(kR') dependence, no matter what the form of the spherical cylinder function in
u(R, 6, <£); and on the other hand, the u"v~m (R0, 60, <f>0) contains exactly the same type
of dependence zp(kR0) as is contained in u„, (R, d, <f>) in the form z,(kR).

However, for R' > R0 , the R' variations in the form of Eq. (A2-1) go into the u^~m,
and in order to obtain a form like Eq. (A2-3), it is necessary to interchange the orders
of summation. That such an interchanged form must be available is obvious, since the
result is then exactly the one expected from the usual technique of expanding an arbitrary
function of (R, 9, <j>) in terms of a new coordinate origin and new coordinate set. We
accomplish the interchange by noting that in Eq. (A2-1), p eventually takes on all values
between 0 and <». Furthermore, the formal extension of the inner sum to 0 < p < °°
can be made since the a(n, m \ p, v,n) will vanish for all the added terms. We can also
extend the sum on m to (— oo, oo) since P™ vanishes for all the added terms. But now,
if we interchange the p- and n-summations, and substitute a new index t = n + to, we
obtain from Eq. (A2-1)

zv{kR)P'lXcos 6) exp (in4>) = i ' £ X ) ̂ +P(2n + 1)(—)' "a(n, t — n \ p,n,v)
p=*0 t = — co n = 0 \

•zv(hr>)jPp(cos 0>) exp (z^>) (A2-5)

•jn(fcr<)Pr'(COS 0<) exp [>'(m - <)<£<]j

If we now interchange the letters p and n; write an to for /; and also note that P'v = 0
whenever | t \ > p, we can rewrite the above as

zXkR)P"Xcos 6) exp (in<t>) = i ' 2D X S?+p(2p + 1)(—)m "a{ix, m — ̂ \n,p,v)
n = 0 m — —n p = 0

■Znikr^PZicos 0>) exp (im^) (A2-6)

■ jD(kr<)P^~m(cos dK) exp [i(n - to)0<]>.
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It is readily confirmed that the coefficient in this last equation also vanishes un-
less, at least, n + v > p > \ n — y |, so that it is even more in a form similar to Eq.
(A2-1). By now comparing with Eq. (A2-3), we see that for R' > R0 , the result corre-
sponding to Eq. (A2-4) is

a(ju, v | m, n) = r"+"(—)m~" i"(2p + 1 )a(n, m — n \ n,v, , d0 , <j>0), (A2-7)
V

where now u"~m contains explicitly the factor jrJ(kR„) while the more general dependence
on position has a zn(kR') of exactly the same cylinder function type as z,(kR).

Although this result appears to be different from the form in Eq. (A2-4), one expects
on the basis of continuity of the two expansions across the surface R' = R0 that they
should be equivalent. That this is indeed so, and hence that Eq. (A2-4) truly represents
the required coefficient for all R', is most easily shown by referring to the more general
representations of a(p, m \ p, v, n) coefficients as "vector-coupling coefficients" or
"Wigner 3 — j symbols". The equivalence can then be shown to follow from symmetry
properties of the Wigner 3 — j symbols [20].

Again special recurrence relations are available [21], while others can be derived
from Eq. (A2-2) by using well-known Legendre function recurrence formulas.
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